The knock™ Approach

The knock Model™

In our unique design to development, we
use the metaphor of the neighborhood to
help individuals and organizations perform
and care in new ways.
We invite people to unlock and harness their
whole stories, shifting the employee
perspective from being a passive “renter” to

Creating
Neighborhood
Cultures at
Work©

a caring and committed “owner” of their
experience.

Your Story. Our Story.
We have developed the knock Model™
to radically shift development from the
Your community will benefit from greater:
•

Individual Empowerment and
Accountability

•

Authentic Teaming

•

Collective Caring

outside "what" to the inside "who."
Everything starts from the center - MY
STORY - where we explore who is home.

It ends with us: OUR STORY

Culture. Commitment. Community.

Experience the knock™ difference.
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Call: 503-207-6736
Email: knock@knock.world
www.knock.world

Companies are Communities

Community Players

Why knock™?

Big or small, local or international, all

In reality, the areas of Engagement, Diversity

Traditional workforce programs use an

companies are communities of people craving

& Inclusion and Wellness are interdependent

“outside-in” approach, pushing initiatives

connection. How people perform is directly

yet companies often approach them as stand

to employees from other areas of the

linked to how engaged and connected your

alone silos, disregarding parts of the

company. The focus is on external

community is. Organizations are often

employee experience and resulting in over

performance and WHAT employees can DO

successful on paper and still fail to address

50% of employees leaving major parts of their

differently.

these issues, which do not go away just by

identity behind when they come to work!

crossing the threshold to the workplace.
Research confirms employees remain
disconnected, un-empowered, and
disengaged at work despite major focus and
investment. Simply put, these communities
are unhealthy.

At knock™, we believe the answer is not

Leading companies recognize the need for a

first in the WHAT (doing) but in the WHO

holistic approach to the individual. At

(being). Being “inside-out” advocates we

knock™, we put the people of your

empower people to own their authentic

community at the center of transforming to a

stories, hold themselves accountable to

connected and high-performing culture at

take meaningful, courageous action and

work.

engage with others in a real way. Our

Health can be marked by how engaged,

approach grows healthier, connected

diverse, inclusive and well people are. These

communities.

factors are complex moving targets but have
become differentiators to attract and retain
high-performing talent.
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